No. 2016/CPM (AR)/Zonal Railways/ 6

Dated 25.05.2017

FA&CAOs,
All Zonal Railways and Production Units.

Sub: Training session on Accrual Accounting through Webinar- 31st May 2017 from 11.00 am to 2.00 pm.

***

Please connect Adviser/ Finance’s D.O. letter no.2016/AR/24/ROAA dated 24.5.17 on the above subject. As mentioned therein, an online training session through “Webinar” is being organised in association with ICAI-ARF from **11.00 am to 2.00 pm on 31-5-2017** from ICAI Bhawan, New Delhi. It will be a live audio and visual presentation on the overview of project, fundamentals of Accrual Accounting, implementation strategy, works to be done by Railways, report formats and guidance for filling these formats etc.

The webinar shall be accessible through computers and projector screens to all railways/ offices at following link:

http://estv.in/icai/31052017/

The Webinar will be followed by question- answer session, wherein the participants will be able to ask questions through question window on computer. The recorded proceedings of Webinar and replies to queries raised, shall also be shared with the Railways to serve as an offline training guide subsequently, in addition to the training programmes to be held by the Zonal and Central Teams of consultants.

The following aspect may please be ensured:

(i) Computer system with LCD screen along with necessary Audio-visual logistic;

(ii) Internet connection with bandwidth size of atleast 256 kbps downloadable speed and updated browser for clear reception; and

(iii) Adequate sitting arrangements.

Kindly direct FA&CAOs in-charge of AR project in HQs and Sr DFM’s/ Head of Accounts Offices in Divisions/ Other offices on your Railway to make necessary arrangement for the same and ensure participation of all concerned officials from Accounts and other departments in the Webinar as per schedule. In case officers have a query or need assistance, they may please contact Sh. Sanjeev Sharma, Dy. CPM/AR at email-railsanjeev@gmail.com and mobile 09717630131.

(S.K.Kaushik)
CPM/AR

'Copy for information to Adviser/Finance, Railway Board.'